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"Tai Chi, the Supreme Ultimate, 

the immense absolute, 

is the expression of the Great Harmony 

the balance and mutual support 

of Yin and Yang. 

 

Whether boxing with your shadow 

or engaging in the complexity of life and things 

the Supreme Ultimate 

within and around you 

secures the potential for harmony and ease 

in every moment of the eternal present." 

 

-Wu Wei, Legendary Qi Master 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tai chi is a moving meditation, an exercise for 

health and wellbeing and a Chinese martial art. 
  

 As a MOVING MEDITATION, the focused 

concentration required to perform the movements 

slowly and with balance helps to calm and quiet the 

chatter of the mind which brings one into the 

awareness of the NOW.  

 

 As a form of EXERCISE promoting health and 

wellbeing, tai chi works in many ways both externally 

and internally to tone, revitalize, rejuvenate and 

balance. Tradition Chinese Medicine (TCM) holds the 

philosophy that our body houses channels through 

which energy or qi (chi) flows to corresponding 

organs.  Disease is seen as blocked energy.  TCM is 

comprised of a combination of techniques and theories:  

acupuncture, acupressure, qigong, herbs, yin/yang 

theory, five elements theory and the Zang-Fu theory.  

Tai chi, which is a type of Qigong utilizes movement 

coordinated with breath to promote and stimulate the 

free flow of chi to the organs keeping them healthy and 

vital.  The movements stimulate all the muscles, 

tendons, joints, and ligaments as well.  

 

 As a MARTIAL ART, Tai Chi is considered the 

Supreme Ultimate form. The Chinese system of 

Martial Arts is comprised of two categories:  the 

internal (soft) and external (hard) forms. Pa-Kua, 



Hsing I, and Tai Chi make up the three internal forms. 

As an internal martial art, briefly stated, Tai Chi 

utilizes various movements along with Chi to 

neutralize the opponent’s attack. As it says in the Tai 

Chi Classics, “A force of four ounces deflects a 

thousand pounds."  One repels the opponent without 

the need of force. Tai Chi uses the opponent’s own 

energy against him by yielding, and advancing when 

the opponent’s integrity is weak. Mastery through 

consistent and daily practice of the tai chi form 

awakens and sensitizes the practitioner to one’s own 

internal energy thereby creating mastery over oneself 

and one’s environment. This requires persistence, 

dedication, concentration, patience and time.  

 

 

YIN/YANG 

 
Tai Chi, literally translated, means Supreme Ultimate.  

The Tai Chi symbol, commonly known as the Yin-Yang 

symbol, conveys the deepest meaning of Tai Chi practice. The 

symbol represents the play of opposites in the  

relative world: white/black, male/female, good/bad, up/down, 

right/wrong. Each aspect also contains its opposite, indicating 

that the whole truth includes both sides of any situation. The 

outside of the circle represents the whole, which is the truth. The 

line dividing the pairs  

of opposites represents balance. The shifting of ones  

weight from side to side while maintaining equilibrium, which is 

an essential principle of the tai chi form, is the practice of 



physically embodying the truth. This practice subconsciously, if 

not consciously, permeates every aspect in the life of the 

practitioner bringing about greater wellbeing, a more expanded 

view and mastery over one’s ego with the eventual alignment 

with one’s True Self.  

 

 

Principles of Tai Chi 

 
Relaxed, integrated, with continuity and focus, while performing 

Tai Chi, one breathes naturally and evenly through the nose, 

ideally inhaling while gathering strength, exhaling while issuing 

strength.  The body remains soft, in a plumb line, as if a beam of 

light is radiating from the top of the head through the center of 

the body, just in front of the spine. Integrating the upper and 

lower body, the whole body moves as one.  The waist turns and 

the upper body moves, shoulders and hips in alignment, nose 

and navel in alignment.  The weighted leg becomes empty 

(weightless), the empty transforms into the full.  The hand above 

circles down, the lower hand rises up, both in synchronicity with 

the legs. The mind is concentrated moment by moment on each 

move as it succeeds the previous one, evaluating form, weight 

distribution, balance and flow. The movements are performed 

slowly, evenly without pause or stopping as if “reeling silk from 

a cocoon” pulling steadily, the strand unravels evenly; stopping 

and starting, it falls or breaks. 

 
 

 

 



Tai chi principle: empty / full. 
 

One of the most important considerations in Tai Chi 

practice is weight distribution.  Even weighting on both 

feet (bilateral weight distribution) is considered to be a 

major fault and to be strictly avoided.  Rather continuous 

shifting of weight from one direction to another is the 

goal. Moving from left to right through center and then 

back again keeps all movements fluid and flexible.  

Sinking into the middle with the weight evenly distributed 

between the left and right sides creates both a break in the 

movement and a stagnant position rather than a flowing 

and smooth movement.  The practical benefits of avoiding 

bilateral weight distribution are known in many sports. In 

tennis, for example, the player shifts constantly back and 

forth between left and right legs when waiting for the ball 

to come. This shifting makes it easier to take rapid action 

in response to the ball coming from the opponent. 

 

Commentary: 

 
Fluid and changing weight distribution creating full and 

empty sides acts as a metaphor for the full and empty 

mind.  When our minds are “full” of beliefs and opinions 

we become stuck in our paradigms. We sometimes hold 

on to beliefs and opinions even when they cause 

suffering, disharmony and imbalance.  Our need to be 



right often outweighs our desire to be happy.  When we 

empty our minds and let go of the stranglehold our beliefs 

have on our lives, we can open to new possibilities and 

see other’s points of view more clearly.  This flexibility 

can bring about more fluid change and more harmonious 

relationships.   

 

Change is a real constant and fluidity with change brings 

about a flow in one’s life.  Living in flow becomes a way 

of life for the tai chi practitioner mastering this principle. 

 
 

 Relaxed body moving continuously 

 

 Upper and lower parts of the body move together as one unit.  

When the hips turn, the waist, shoulders and head turn.  Hips 

and shoulders stay in alignment. Nose and navel stay in 

alignment.  

 

 Attention is shown to the fullness or emptiness of weight on 

each leg, paying attention to the changing percentages of 

weight as one moves from one leg to the other. 

 

 Hands move in synchronicity with legs.  One hand moves 

down while the other moves up in unison.  

 

 The mind is concentrated, focusing on each movement to 

evaluate alignment and continuity facilitates grace and 

balance. 

 

 Breathing is through the nose. The tip of the tongue is 

positioned where the teeth meet the palate.  Ideally, exhalation 



happens while issuing strength and inhalation, while gathering 

strength, although more importantly the breath stays 

comfortable, even and natural. 

 

 Posture is plumb as if a beam of light is radiating through the 

centerline of the body just in front of the spine.   

 

 Shoulders are neither slumped nor chest puffed out.  

Shoulders are rolled up, back and down and ribcage is neutral, 

chin is level.  

 

 

 

DEFECTS:                                  
 
Head leaning forward               

Head leaning to side                      

Rising shoulders                             

Raised elbows  

Elbows too close to side                 

Rounded back                                   

Concave chest  

Slanted waist 

Buttocks sticking out 

Hips out of alignment 

Hips tilted forward 

Knees straight 

Stopping and starting 

Weight centered 

 

 

 

 

 

CORRECTIONS: 

 

Head straight 

Head plumb 

Relaxed shoulders 

Relaxed elbows 

Chi ball under arms 

Back straight 

Chest neutral 

Waist parallel to floor 

Buttocks relaxed 

Hips aligned with shoulder 

Hips neutral 

Knees bent 

Continuous flow 

Weight always shifting 

 

 

 

  



Sixty-four movements of Guang Ping Yang Style 

Tai Chi 
 

     1.  Strike palm to ask Buddha 

     2.  Grasp bird’s tail 

     3.  Single whip 

     4.  White stork cools its wings 

     5.  Brush knee and twist step 

     6.  Deflect, parry and punch 

     7.  Step up apparent close up 

     8.  Carry Tiger to mountain 

     9.  Fist under elbow 

   10.  Step back and repulse monkey 

   11.  Slow palm slanting flying 

   12.  Left and right raise hand 

   13.  Flying pulling up force 

   14.  Fan through the arm 

   15.  Green dragon dropping water 

   16.  Step up and grasp bird’s tail 

   17.  Single whip 

   18.  Wave hands like clouds 

   19.  High pat on horse 

   20.  Left and Right separation of legs 

   21.  Turn the body and kick with sole 

   22.  Wind blowing lotus leaf 

   23.  Finger block up with fist 

   24.  Turn around double kick 

   25.  Step up deflect, parry and punch 

   26.  Retreat with arms beside body 

   27.  Left Foot kicks up forward 



28. Turn the body and kick with right foot. 

29. Step forward, deflect, parry and punch 

30. Step up apparent close up 

31. Carry tiger to mountain 

32. Chop opponent with fist 

33. Diagonal single whip 

34. Partition of horse’s mane 

35. Diagonal single whip 

36. Fair lady works at shuttle 

37. Step up and grasp bird’s tail 

38. Single whip 

39. Wave hands like clouds 

40. Single whip lowering down 

41. Golden cock stands on one leg 

42. Repulse the monkey 

43. Slow palm slanting flying 

44. Raise right then left hands 

45. Flying pulling back and step up 

46. Fan through the arm 

47. Strike ears with fists 

48. Through sky cannon 

49. Single whip 

50. Wave hands like clouds 

51. Single whip 

52. High pat on horse 

53. Cross wave of water lily 

54. Downward fist 

55. Step up to grasp bird’s tail 

56. Single whip 

57. Wave hands like clouds 



58. Single whip lowering down 

59. Step up to form seven stars 

60. Retreat to ride tiger 

61. Slant the body, turn the moon 

62. Wave lotus foot 

63. Shoot tiger with bow 

64. Right and left grasp bird’s tail 
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